This paper, based on the order with which the theory of random character combined, offers random distribution ordering assembly system model on the basis of multi-distribution route. In addition, this model's sorting capacity and its impact of time delay characteristic on sorting capacity of system are presented, with its strength and weakness is analyzed as well. For that reason, we come up with the scientific foundation for new thinking and in-depth research of planning and construction of distribution center.
Introduction
The physical distribution routing optimization problem is NP Non-deterministic Polynomial problem and this is the typical vehicle routing optimization problem. VRP(Vehicle Routing Problem), by Dantzig and Ramser suggested first in 1959 [1] , is an important content in the study for the delivery line at the end of Modern logistics distribution center.
Through dozens of years of research, VRP has become a hot topic in Operational Research and Combinatorial Optimization filed. It is usually can be described as how to organize the appropriate route and the vehicles ordered move through a series of unloading point problem on distribution transport route, organizing the traffic lines, vehicles and orderly through these points. In certain constraints (such as goods delivery demand, sending volume, the delivery time and delivery vehicles carrying capacity, etc), it will reach certain goals, which usually are the shortest route, the least cost and time, at least vehicles. This article regards the optimization goal as "win-win" pursuit of the goal under the condition of market economy, based on both customer satisfaction maximization conditions and the benefit maximization of the distribution center.
Quantum Optimization Algorithm is an exploring arithmetic which use the unique nature of quantum computing theory, for example, quantum coherent, quantum stack, quantum entanglement, etc. Comparing other classic optimization algorithms, its essential difference is quantum parallelism.
This paper advocates applying quantum optimization algorithm and opti-mized algorithm of artificial intelligence, such as neural network algorithm, evolutionary algorithm, the ant colony algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, to improve algorithm performance, broaden algorithm application, improve and perfect the algorithm system.
2.
The system model for pursuing winwin distribution route
Customer satisfaction model
The traditional vehicle routing problem regards time window as transportation service time constraint. Combined with practical conditions, customers tend to get service in a certain period [2] . Let us suppose that the customer satisfaction is described as the trapezoid fuzzy time win- 
Objective function of distribution route based on customer satisfaction is as follows:
(1)Maximize customer satisfaction on average:
The objective function is equivalent to minimize customer unsatisfaction: And in distribution transport services, we shall assume these services have been accepted, and all of customers must pay the corresponding service fee, so there are some constraint conditions:
Then we can get the maximum income which are from distribution transport:
The formula 23 can also be expressed as: 
Quantum and Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Quantum-inspired Evolution Algorithm, QEA, has been proved to be a better probability evolutionary algorithm in series optimization calculations. It is a result of combining the theory of quantum computing and evolutionary algorithms. In This paper we use the integration of quantum's powerful area search capability and PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization)tracking the extreme particle, proposed a Quantum Behaved Particle Swarm Optimization to slove the delivery route based on win-win approach. 
m shows the population scale n means the spatial dimension. Each particle in a population occupies and traverses two positions of the space. They correspond to the probability amplitude of quantum state 0 and 1 . )) cos( , ), cos( ), (cos(
(2) The solution space transformation
Each of probability amplitude of quantum state has corresponding optimized variable in the solution space.
is the i qubit on particle j P ,
The corresponding solution space variables are:
The regulations of particle state update:
Then the update for probability amplitude of qubits based on the quantum revolving door is: cos( ( 1)) cos( ( 1)) sin( ( 1)) sin( ( 1)) sin( ( 1)) cos( ( 1)) 
The two new position of particle j P : The process of mutation is realized by the quantum controlled NOT gate:
(5) The fitness of particle swarm We difine the fitness of quantum and particle swarm optimization based on the win-win distribution route as follows: 
The description for solution of the process
The quantum and particle swarm optimization procedure is as follows:
Step1: According to the formula 25, initializing particle swarm, generating particle position and then composing the initial population ;
Step2: According to the formula 28 and 29, we can get the solution space transformation. The fitness of every particle can be calculated according to the formula 35. If the current position is superior to their memory, the optimal position will be replaced by current position, if current global optimal location is superior to the positions which can be searched, current global optimal location will replace;
Step3: We apply the formula 30 and 31 to realize particle state update;
Step4: The process of mutation is realized by formula 34;
Step5: Determining whether it is the optimal solution, if not, we will turn to Step2 and calculate circularly until we get the optimal solution.
Example and Conclusion
Hunan Baisha logistics distribution center is engaged in retail distribution of cigarette commodity. The working time of the year is 251 days/year (five days a week), 8 hours a day (one-shift workday system). Cigarettes are expected to 40 million big boxes in annual sales. There are 28000 retailers in jurisdiction areas. Customers provide detailed layout of retailers, location of distribution center, the distance and the traffic toward these retailers.
The optimization results: the number of distribution vehicles reduces from 58 to 28.The optimized route take the shape of "petals" around the distribution center, consistent with results of other optimiza-tion algorithm. The operation cost for a carton of cigarette reduces to 0.26 Yuan, closing to actual effect.
Research shows that the quantum and particle swarm algorithm with advantages of high speed, good global performance and convergence speed. In this paper, the algorithm is a quantum optimization algorithm combined with the particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving the practical distribution routing optimization, furthermore, it will improve the superiority of two algorithms.
